Abstract-With the explosion of Web 2.0, people are becoming more communicative through expansion of services and multi-platform applications such as microblogs, forums and social networks which establishes social and collaborative backgrounds. These services can be seen as very large information repository containing millions of text messages usually organized into complex networks involving users interacting with each other at specific times. Several works focused only to retrieve separate tweets or those sharing same hashtags, but, it is not powerful enough if the goal of the search is to retrieve relevant tweets based on content. In addition, finding good results concerning the given subjects needs to consider the entire context. However, context can be derived from user interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have revealed the accession of interactive media, which gave birth to a huge volume of data produced by users called User Generated Content (UGC) in blogs and microblogs more precisely. These Microblogging services like Twitter, attract more and more users due to the ease and the speed of information sharing especially in real time. In addition, microblogging services [1] gives people the ability to communicate, interact and collaborate with each other, reply to messages from others and create conversations. Furthermore, microblogs tend to become a solid media for simplified collaborative communication.
Twitter, the microblogging service addressed in our work, is a communication mean and a collaboration system that allow users to share short text messages, which doesn't exceed 140 characters with a defined group of users called followers. Users can reply to each other simply by adding @sign in front name user they are replying to. This set of socio-technical features has made possible for Twitter to host a wide range of social interactions from the broadcasting of personal thoughts to more structured conversations among groups of friends [2] . While communicating people share different kind of information like common knowledge, opinions, emotions, information resources and their likes or dislikes. The analysis of those communications can be useful for commercial applications such as trends monitoring, reputation management and news broadcasting. In addition, one of main characteristic of Twitter is that users are not limited to produce contents, they can get involved indirectly in conversations with other users by liking and sharing user's posts.
This paper proposed a conversation retrieval method which can be used to extract conversation from twitter. Comparing with current methods, the new proposed not only extract directly reply tweets, but also relevant tweets which might be retweets or comments and other possible interactions. The method extract extensive posts beyond conventional conversation, which is much better called a discussion. In particular, the contributions of this paper are: first, the ability to provide an informative result for users' information needs based on user's content interactions analysis. Second, the definition of ranking function to order conversation results. Finally, the evaluation of the proposed method impact on keyword search results.
The rest of the document is organized as follows: we begin by presenting related work in related domains such as fourms discussion, Email threads. Then, we focus on more recent works addressing conversation retrieval on microblogging sites. In section 3, we propose our method allows to extract social user's content interactions. In section 4, we describe a set of ranking measures. The experimentation and evaluation results are detailed in section 5. Finally, we conclude and present same future works.
II. RELATED WORK
Conversation retrieval topic is relevant for three main domains: forum search, email/thread detection and Twitter, which is the main domain used in our work. We present following these domains.
A. Related Work in Forum/ Threads Search
An online forum is a Web application for holding discussions and posting User Generated Content in a particular domain, such as sports, recreation, techniques, travel, etc. In forums, conversations are represented as sequences of posts or threads, where the posts reply to one or more earlier posts. Several studies have looked at identifying the structure of a thread, question-answer pairs or responses that relate to a previous question in the thread.
There are many works on searching forum threads that dealt with the reply-chains structure or reply-trees. [3] has concentrated on identifying the thread structure when explicit connections between messages are missing. Despite the fact that replies to posts in microblogging sites, are commonly explicit, it is proved that different autonomous conversations may be developed inside the same replies thread. Furthermore, distinct threads may belong related to macro-conversations. For example, being Twitter hashtags that connect separate threads by common topic. In [4] authors represent the principal differences between traditional IR tasks and searching in newsgroups. They use a mesures combination such as author metrics (posts number, number of replies, etc.) and features threads.
In question and answering, there are two streams of similar work: the first one is to find the best set of answers for a query, and the second is to identify question and answer pairs to build a querying system knowledge base.
In [5] , authors aimed to discover the most relevant answer in question threads. They implemented a discussionbot to automatically answer student queries in a threaded discussion by combining lexical similarity, speech acts and reputation of the author of posts into a similarity measure. To discover best potential answers, they used the HITS algorithm to find posts that are most likely to be answers to the initial question post. However, extract possible answers (the most informative message) using an algorithm with a rule-based traverse that is not optimal for selecting a best answer; consequently, the result may comprise redundant or incorrect information.
Similar to [5] , [6] detected threads in which first posts are questions and its corresponding answers belong to the thread. To detect answers, they used features including the positions of the candidate answer posts, authorship and likelihood models based on content. [7] tested different combinations of these features with an SVM classifier and found post position and authorship result in the highest accuracies. For answers, [8] used language models to construct weighted similarity graphs between each question and the set of candidate answers. For each detected question, a page-rank like propagation algorithm was utilized to determine and rank the set of candidate answers.
B. Related Work in Email Threads Search
Previous research has been focused on using email structure especially emails threads [9] , [10] . Thread detection is an important task which has attracted significant attention [11] .
Email is one of the most important tools for treating conversations between people. Generally, a typical user mailbox encloses hundreds of conversations. Few works indirectly address to the problem of thread reply reconstruction. Accorded to [9] , the detection of these conversations has been identified as an important task. Clustering the messages into coherent conversations useful to applications, among them, it gives users the opportunity to see a messages greater context they are reading and collating related messages automatically. [12] point out that by using text matching techniques to messages portions, it will be possible to detect threads effectively.
In [11] the authors suggested a method that allows to assemble messages having the same subject attributes and send them among the same group of people. However, conversations may span several threads with similar (but not exact) subject lines. Furthermore, a conversation not include all the participants in all the messages. In the same way, [13] developed an email client extension that makes it possible to clusters messages by topic. However, their clustering approach is focused on topic detection, hence messages belonging to different conversations on the same topic will be clustered together. In addition, [14] recreated reply emails chains, called email threads. The authors suggested two approaches, one based on using header meta-information, the other based on timing, subject and emails content. But, this method is specific for emails and the features cannot be easily extended for microblogs conversation construction.
[15] proposed an approach for conversation detection based on email attributes. They started by sharpening the distinction between email threads and conversations. The task was to assemble messages into consistent conversations using a function of similarity that takes all relevant email attributes, for example message subject, participants, date of submission, and message content. This method is similar to our method. We will use criteria for detecting tweets that will be in the same conversation.
C. Conversational Aspects on Microblogging Sites
Conversation retrieval is a new search paradigm for microblogging sites. It result from the intersection of Information Retrieval and Social Network Analysis (SNA). Most of Microblogs services provide a way to retrieve relevant information [16] , but lack the ability to provide all discussion tweets. In addition, existing conversation retrieval approaches for microblogging sites [17] have so far focused on the particular case of a conversation formed by directly replying tweets.
In [18] the authors concentrated on different microblogging conversations aspects. They proposed a simple model that produces basic conversation structures taking into account the identities of each conversation member. Other related works focusing on different aspects of microblogging conversations are [19] , [20] that deal respectively with conversations tagging and topics identification. These works presents limitations, most relevant messages don't even contain any hashtag.
Recently, various researches focused on the task of conversation retrieval in microblogs [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] . [21] proposed a user-based tree model for retrieving conversations from microblogs. They considered only tweets that directly respond to other tweets by the use of @sign as a marker of addressivity. The advantage of this approach is to have a coherent conversation based on the direct links between users. The downside is that this method does not consider tweets that do not contain the @sign. Similarly [17] proposed a method to build conversation graphs, formed by users replying to tweets. In this case, a tweet can only directly reply to other tweet. However, users can get involved indirectly in conversations communities by commenting, liking, sharing user's posts.
III. A NEW METHOD FOR TWITTER CONVERSATION DETECTION: TCOND

A. Twitter Conversation Definition
[21] defined conversation as a tree where nodes represent short text messages posted by users at specific timestamps in reply to a parent nodes. Similarly [17] defined a conversation as a reply tree which is a graph where vertices are tweets and a directed edge represents one tweet that is a reply to another.
Contrary to [17] , [21] , we define a conversation as a set of short text messages posted by a user at specific timestamps on the same topic. This messages can be directly replied to other users by using "@username" or indirectly by liking, retweeting, commenting and other possible interactions. In Figure1, we have illustrated our system architecture that is made of four applications:
B. Our System Architecture
• One Web/Application Server (interface between users and system).
• One Conversation Server (storage, indexing and search of conversations).
• One Trend Server (gets trending topics and distribute them among tweet retrieval clients).
• One Tweet Retrieval Clients (to retrieve tweets in parallel).
The Trend Server repeatedly gets from Twitter API the current trending topics, i.e., the most discussed topics. These topics are distributed to the Tweet Retrieval Clients that use Twitter Search API 1 to get the corresponding tweets and also to retrieve the conversation chains. These are sent to the Conversation Server, that stores tweets and other information like the number of followers of every user participating to the conversations. The IR engine Lucene 2 is used to index the conversations text and to associate it to their identifiers, from which they can be later efficiently retrieved. Users may then query the system through a Web application.
C. Conversation Detection on Twitter Microblogs
We propose a method which combines a set of conversational features and the directly exchanged text messages in order to extract extensive posts beyond conventional conversation. In the following, we will present more details about our two approach steps.
1) Direct Conversation Detection:
In this step, we aim to collect all tweets in reply directly to other tweets. Obviously, a reply to a user will always begin with "@username". Our goal in this step is to create reply tree. The reply tree construction process consists of two algorithms run in parallel Recursive Root Finder Algorithm and Iterative Search Algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Recursive Root Finder (A:twitter)
Let T be a tweet collected from Twitter (ID tweet) while (type (T i ) !=root) do Extract T i -1 by matching field "in reply to status id" end while A : twitter = A : twitter -1 Let T0 is the root (first tweet published) of the conversation C and T is a single tweet of the conversation retrieved. Let consider T i the type of tweet T. A tweet can have three types: root, reply or retweet. The goal of the Recursive Root Finder Algorithm is to identify the conversation root T0 given T. Note that when the algorithm starts,|T| is not known.
Algorithm 2 Iterative Search
N = the set of all tweets in C for j = 1 to j ≤|N| do Search for tweets addressed to author. Extract replies to T i by matching field in reply to status id. end for Once, the conversation root T0 has been established, the Iterative Search Algorithm is used to seek the remainder of conversation C by searching all tweets (named N) which compose C addressed to T i using matching field "in reply to status id". It is run repeatedly until some conditions, indicating that the conversation has ended, are met.
2) Conversational Features:
To the best of our knowledge, there has not been previous work on the structure of reply-based on indirectly conversation. Therefore, we define a new features that may help to detect tweets related indirectly to a same conversation. The goal of this step is to extract tweets that may be relevant to conversation without the use of "@username". We use the following notations in the sequel:
• t i is a tweet present in direct conversation (tweets in reply to other tweets directly).
• t j is a tweet that can be linked indirectly to conversation. The features we used are:
• Using the same URL: Twitter allows users to include URL as a supplement information to their tweets. By sharing an URL, an author would enrichment the information published in his tweet. This feature is applied to collect tweets that share the same URL. P1 is a binary function. P1(t i , t j ) = 1 if t contains the same URL. 0 otherwise.
• Hashtags Similarity: The # symbol, called hashtag, is used to mark a topic in a tweet or to follow conversation. Any user can categorize or follow topics with hashtags. We used this feature to collect tweets that share the same hashtags. P2 is a binary function.
P2(t i , t j ) = 1 if t contains the same hashtag. 0 otherwise.
• Tweets Time Difference:
The time difference is highly important feature for detecting tweets linked indirectly to conversation. We use the time attribute to efficiently remove tweets having a large distance in terms of time compared to conversation root. The difference in time, measured in seconds, between two tweets t i , t j .
• Tweets Publication dates: Date attribute are highly important for detecting conversations. Users tend to post tweets about conversational topic within a short time period. The Euclidean distance has been used to calculate how similar two posts publication dates are.
• Content: The criterion Content refers to the thematic relevance traditionally calculated by IR systems standards. We compute the textual similarity between each element in t i , t j taking the maximum value as the similarity measure between two messages. The similarity between two elements is calculated using the well-known tf-idf cosine similarity, sim(t i , t j ).
• Similarity Function: Finally, the similarity between tweets indirectly linked to conversation and tweets which are present in the replytree is calculated by a linear combination between their attributes.
IV. CONVERSATION RANKING
In the last section, we defined a method to detect conversation. Now, we introduce a ranking function that can be used to rank results of conversations search task. This is an aggregation of other functions representing the relative importance of different conversation aspects. It's worth noting that most of the measures indicated in the following have been defined in other contexts, and their practical usefulness has been proved several times. Here we propose their joint application to ranking conversations microblogs search task.
The first aspect regards the exchanged text message. To rank text messages we can compute their relevance with regard to some information requirements. However, text relevance of single tweets can be evaluated using any IR model, and to evaluate the relevance of an entire conversation we can calculate the average relevance of its interactions. Many standard models such as the boolean, vector-space or more complex models can be used, but this is a traditional topic in IR for which we do not present details here. In our implementation, we use the Appache Lucene library with its built-in ranking functions. In addition, the messages popularity can be defined in several different ways to evaluate the ranking conversations. This can be usually computed easily in Social Network, e.g., counting the number of likes, sharings or retweets received by the message. In the same way, we can use conversation frequency (number of interactions) that may tell us something more than a single message can. Finally, the same people may exchange messages, but at different times this may be more or less important and the rate at which messages are exchanged can be indicative of the level of interest/emotion attached to conversation. Therefore, we will also use time-related measures. In our case, computed the difference between an input timestamp and an internal timestamp of conversation (starting, medium or ending).
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The following experiment has been designed to gather some knowledge on the impact of our results on endusers. For this experiment we have selected two events and queried our dataset using Google 3 , Twitter search engine 4 and our method. Then we have asked a set of assessors to rate the top-10 results of every search task, to compare these approaches. In order to measure the quality of the results, we use the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) at 10 for all the judged event. In addition, we used a second metric which is the Precision at top 10. In the following, we first describe the experimental setting, then we present the results and finally we provide an interpretation of the data.
A. Experimental Settings
The analysis presented in this section is based on a social database collected over a period of the first two weeks of July 2013 by monitoring microbloging system Twitter posts (tweets). In particular, we used a sample of about 63 000 posts containing trending topic keywords. Trending topics have been determined directly by Twitter and we have selected the most frequent ones during the monitoring period.
To evaluate the results of our search tasks we have used a set of 60 assessors with three relevance levels, namely highly relevant (value equal to 2), relevant (value equal to 1) or irrelevant (value equal to 0). The assessors selected among students and colleagues of the authors (with backgrounds in computing and social sciences), on a voluntary base, and no user was aware of the underlying systems details. Every user was informed of two events happened during the sampling period: the first event is "the 100st edition of the Tour France" and the second is "the death of computer mouse inventor Douglas Engelbart". For each event we performed three searches: 1. One using Google. 2. One using Twitter Search. 3. One using our method (TCOND).
The evaluators were not aware of which systems had been used. Every user for each search task was presented with two conversations selections, one for each of the previous options with the corresponding top-10 results. We compare our conversation retrieval method with the results returned by Google and by Twitter search engine using two metrics namely the P@10 and the NDCG@10. From this comparison, we obtained the values summarized in Table 1 , where we notice that our method overcomes the results given by both of Google and Twitter. The reason of these promising values is the fact that we combine a set of conversational features and direct replies method to retrieve conversation may have a significant impact on the users' evaluation.
B. Experimental Outcomes and Interpretation Results
P@10 (Aver
Concentration on the first messages selection (related to the Tour de France), conversations obtained with our method receive higher scores with compared to Google and Twitter's selection. By switching to the second event selection (related to the death of computer mouse inventor), we can see a similar scenario that our method's selection is the one with the higher scores. According to the free comments of some users and following the qualitative analysis of the posts in the two selections we can see that Google and twitter received lower scores not because they contained posts judged as less interesting, but because some posts were considered not relevant with regard to the searched topic.
Focusing on the two messages selection, we observe that both conversations selections obtained with twitter search has higher scores with respect to Google's selection. These results lead us toward a more general interpretation of the collected data. It appears that the usage of social metrics have a significant impact on the users' degree interest in the retrieved posts. In addition, the process of retrieving conversations from Social Network differs from traditional Web information retrieval, it involves human communication aspects, like the degree interest in the conversation explicitly or implicitly expressed by the interacting people.
C. Properties of Conversations
In this part, we state the main observations about the top-10 conversations results detected using our conversation retrieval method. We study the conversations distribution duration (number of hours since the original tweet until the last tweet) and conversations frequency (the number of messages that compose conversation).
• Conversations Frequency We examined the conversations'frequency which is the length of the maximum path to a leaf from the root (Figure2). Most conversations that occur in Twitter appear to be dyadic exchanges of three to five messages sent over a period of 15 to 30 minutes. Of all tweets that generated a reply, 84.81% have only one reply. Another 10.7% attracted a reply to the original reply the conversation was two levels deep. Only 1.53% of Twitter conversations are three levels deep after the original tweet, there is a reply, reply to the reply, and reply to the reply of reply.
• Conversations Duration The analysis we made has demonstrated that the majority of conversations are not continued if the oldest tweet in conversation is more than 5 hours old. We found that 97.87% of @replies take place within the first hour of the original tweet being published, while an additional 0.98% of replies happen in the second hour. Subsequently, reply activity dramatically declines as it is shown in Figure3. There is no way to know for certain that a conversation will not be replied to at some indeterminate time in the future.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored a new method for detecting conversations on microblogging sites: an information retrieval activity exploiting a set of conversational features in addition to the directly exchanged text messages to retrieve conversation. In particular, we have defined a set of metrics as relevance, popularity, timeliness and frequency to be used in the computation of the ranking of a conversation.
The previous observations indicate that conversations are typically short and do not provide all the context of users' interactions. In addition, Our experimental results show the importance of using conversational features and considering all the possibilities of interactions between the participants in order to provide the entire conversation that has been published as well as its context.
We believe that the type of conversations described in this work can benefit applications that rely on microblogging posts from the end user's perspective. Future work will further research the conversational aspects by including human communication aspects, like the degree of interest in the conversation explicitly or implicitly expressed by the interacting people and their influence/popularity by gathering data from multiple sources from Social Networks in real time.
